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Moderator Stephen T. Krupicz: My name is Steve Krupicz. I am the moderator for your session this afternoon. Our session is 
entitled Managing Universal Life Products. We are trying to cover a broad range of general interest questions around what can 
go wrong with Universal Life policies, whether or not clients and advisors understand what can go wrong, and what actions 
they need to take in order to address those issues, whether or not the product features and options that we are creating in the 
industry in Canada help or hinder that situation, and a little bit about why we should care as actuaries and the employers, for 
some of us, the insurance companies, might want to care about it.

We are going to look at this from three perspectives. The first speaker today, Promod Sharma, is going to speak from the pricing 
and design perspective in his role pricing and design of Universal Life products. He is going to share some of his insights to 
these general questions. Following him, Scott Sadler is going to provide an advisor perspective from a role that he has taken on 
just recently working with a large advisor in the Toronto area. And I am going to close with a few financial observations around 
some issues that I have encountered in my role supporting both the marketing and the in-force side of Universal Life policies.

Without further ado, we will turn it over to Promod.

Panelist Promod K. Sharma: Thanks, Steve. I usually present to advisors or marketing people, and the advantage there is that they 
don’t expect to be able to understand everything you are saying and I make sure that I live up to their expectations. …(laughter)… 
So today is a challenge because I am presenting in front of my peers for the first time. Luckily, the topic is Universal Life, and I 
do have a good background in that. At National Life, Universal Life is the main product that we sell, and our flagship product 
is currently in its 17th version. We also manufacture and administer Universal Life for other insurance companies, and we’ve got 
12 versions of that, and we work with consultants and other parties. So it gives some good insights into the design, pricing and 
marketing of the product. So we will be looking at these various questions that Steve has already identified.

The answers depend on who the client is. And what we will be doing is assuming that the client is the policyowner, the person 
who is paying the premiums. And another question that arises is who owns the policyowner. Now, owning another human 
being, and that sounds like slavery and I don’t think you can do that, but some people do think in those terms. We will make 
the assumption that no one owns the policyowner, they just own themselves.

There are two main uses of life insurance. There is creating net worth, and this is for consumers who don’t have money. So what 
they basically need is pure life insurance, and the solution for them is term life, and the reason for that is the affordability it 
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offers. Then another use is saving tax and this is for people who do have money. Their needs are tax related and complex, and 
as a result the solutions are complex and also diverse. And the product which is used here is Universal Life because it allows a 
high degree of customization.

Universal Life consists of two components - flexibility and accountability. The flexibility comes from the many choices that are 
available in order to suit the many different needs. So you could have a situation where you are looking for just a death benefit, 
you could be looking at tax-deferred growth, you could be looking at estate planning. So, you need many different options in 
the products to accommodate these types of needs. It could be a business need, it could be a personal need, and the solutions 
do require computer projections because you have to present things in a way that can be understood.

The accountability - that arises because the product can stay in force for decades, and so it is important that there not be many 
surprises. So virtually everything in Universal Life policies is guaranteed. And good disclosure is also important so that people 
can see what is happening with their policy. So if you look at the output from projections, or the policy contracts, or the poli-
cyowner statements, they do provide a lot of information to help people understand the product and to monitor it after it has 
been issued. The mechanics of the product are also quite transparent. You have the insurance piece, you have the tax-deferred 
investment, monthly processing, so it gives you a good idea of what is happening in the product.

Now there is a downside to this flexibility and accountability. The advisor and the policyowner have the risk of making appro-
priate decisions and setting up the product so that it can work well for the situation that they are dealing with.

Universal Life is hard to sell and hard to understand, and here are some reasons why. You need a lot of knowledge, like, there is 
taxation, so there are things like taxation of the death benefit, the investment growth, the gain on disposition, there are things 
called ACBs, there is tax exemption, the 250% rule, MTARs. All of those things do have a bearing on how Universal Life is used. 
There are legal things like contestability - oh, you mean if I lie that is not a good thing? …(laughter)… And then we take the 
last part for granted, the math and actuarial science. But if you think of a typical consumer or even advisor, I mean, things like 
compound interest and rated up ages, single equivalent ages, lapse rates. A lapse rate is basically like an increase in the interest 
rate. Those sorts of things are not really well known, and that makes it hard to sell and understand Universal Life.

So what we do to make the process simpler is we throw money at it. Universal Life is hard to sell, so we pay lots of compensa-
tion - that leads to designs that are expensive in one way or another, which makes the product hard to sell.

…(laughter)…

If you look at Universal Life today, these are the sorts of things that you could find in products. There is an assortment of lives 
that can be covered, different insurance scales are available, different death benefits, you can buy policies where you put in a 
specified amount of money, and you have the insurance company – the software – calculate the minimum amount of insurance 
needed to defer taxes on that, etc. Now this looks pretty impressive, and for whatever reason I was looking back at Universal 
Life from ten years ago, and to my surprise all this stuff was available then. Now not every company had everything, and there 
has been an evolution in shifts and various things, but it was surprising that this was all available at that time. I know that I have 
been busy for the last decade, and I know that lots of other people have, so the question that arises is what have we been doing 
with all that time. …(laughter)… Because I mean, there must be something. And what we have been focusing on is improving 
the usability of the product. 

If you think back to ten years ago, we used to have DOS software, which is very limited. You would start off in this field in 
the corner and you would want to go down here and you would have to tab through every single field, you would have these 
diskettes. And then we were able to get to the Windows era where we had a mouse and we were trying to figure out how do 
you actually have this thing move, and this thing moves on the screen; and we started using CDs. We would still have advisors 
who would say, well, can you send me the 30 diskettes, because I don’t have a CD drive. But over time that changed, and then 
we got more stability with Windows 95 and we could do more things, and that allowed graphs to be built in, and have links 
to say PowerPoint presentations, and now we have nice PDF output so you can save cases, you can email them. Ten years ago 
we didn’t email, we didn’t use the internet, we didn’t use a lot of things. So there has been a lot of evolution that has occurred 
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in the last ten years, and Universal Life has taken advantage of much of the things that have happened. Even things like cell 
phones. I mean who had them at that time, and now many people do have them and so it makes the advisors accessible pretty 
well wherever they are. Now you can even get software which is browser based so that it is available online and you don’t even 
have to install anything to use it.

So we have been focusing on usability of the projection tools. And there has also been a lot of fine tuning of the products. In 
recent years there was a focus on YRT investment driven sales, and the shift has been more to protection. There has been a 
shift to the older ages and that is because that is where the money is, and Universal Life is good for people with money. There 
have been changes to the investment choices. Before the focus was more on market indexes, now you can get actively managed 
accounts also. Bonus structures are less conditional, in part because lapse rates are lower. So before you would find bonuses 
where they would pay nice bonuses every fifth year like the tenth or 15th, which by coincidence were the years that you tended 
to show in illustrations, that was just coincidence I am sure.

…(laughter)…

And then there were improvements to the reporting to the policyowners so they could understand their policies better. Things 
like quarterly statements are available from a number of companies now. With the internet we are able to provide more service 
online, so it is accessible anytime. And these are just some examples of some of the things that have changed in recent years 
that we have harnessed to use Universal Life in a better way.

So what has happened is over this period of time consumers have become more empowered so that they can take more control 
over their financial needs. So Universal Life has changed from merely being a product to being wealth management solutions. 
So we focus less on the nuts and bolts, and we look more on the solutions to a particular need, and the product is really there 
in the background to be tailored to deal with the situation at hand.

Companies have experimented with many different kinds of consumer packaging and there will be a particular concept that is 
popular for a period of time and then there will be another one, but nothing has really taken off. If you look at non-registered 
savings in Canada, hundreds of billions of dollars. If you look at how much money is in Universal Life, a few billion dollars. Yet 
Universal Life is an excellent tool for many tax related purposes. But somehow we have not managed to capture the imagination 
of the public so that they take advantage of all of the things that Universal Life can offer them.

Consumers don’t really know much about Universal Life. There isn’t really much in the media. There might be an occasional 
article in a newspaper, but it is not a widely discussed topic, and there aren’t really a lot of ways that consumers can find out 
about Universal Life. There is a challenge with advisors, because as a group they are considered to lack credibility, like who wants 
to talk to an advisor. And they have varying levels of skills, so there are some very good ones, there are some others that are not 
quite as experienced. And then the solutions that we create look so amazing that it is hard to believe that they are even true. So 
if you show someone that, okay you can save tens of thousands of dollars or hundreds of thousands of dollars by only paying 
thousands of dollars, then it looks like okay if that is how it is then how come I haven’t heard of that before? They are skeptical. 
And then we have the complications like the eight percent rule, and 250% test, and all these things that are not really clear to 
people, so that leads to confusion, plus the other things like the compound interest and mortality, which is not something that 
typical consumers would be well versed in.

And then there are also detriments in the design which work against the consumer acceptance, and an example of that would 
be high management expense ratios (MERs). Insurance companies are not typically seen as the place to go if you have money 
to invest, and the high MERs that companies offer are an example in the consumer’s mind of being out of touch. Now we know 
why the MERs are high - it is because of the bonuses that are paid to help the illustrations look good. So if you are able to 
provide a 1.2% bonus with an MER of three percent, if you wanted to have a higher bonus say 1.5%, you just increase the MER 
by a corresponding amount - smoke and mirrors. Now the reason this works is that when comparisons are run they are usually 
at the same projected interest rate, so differences in MERs are ignored, and differences in crediting practices are also ignored. 
So, using the example if your MER is 3% and your bonus is 1.2%, the effective MER is 1.8%. So if you are trying to do a fair 
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comparison at 6% for a product with a bonus, then the product without a bonus should really be run at 7.2%, and that is not 
typically how comparisons would be run.

So if you look at things that can go wrong with Universal Life policies - one thing is the performance can be lower than projected. 
This has been a particular problem in recent years when the stock market has not performed at the levels that were expected 
at the time that people were buying their policies. There are some solutions for this. At the time of sale, we do require signed 
projections when people are buying policies, and on those it shows interest sensitivity, and there are warnings in policy con-
tracts and marketing material about the various risks. After issue, informative policyowner statements are available. A number 
of companies offer them quarterly, so it is easy to see if a policy is starting to go off track. There should be an ongoing review by 
the advisor. One of the reasons why we pay so much compensation is to get the post-sale service that is part of the compensation 
package. And then, in-force illustrations can show how a product is performing compared to how it was supposed to. Ideally, if 
these can be run by the advisor or the policyowner it allows more scenarios to be run, and the information to be more readily 
accessible. So, as an example, if investment performance has been poor, then a projection could show how much more premium 
is required in order to meet the goals that the client has.

Another thing that can go wrong is that the policyowner may need money, and this could be either a lump sum, or it could be 
that they want to improve their cash flow in the future. And in these situations surrender charges can be a shock, so you can 
explain surrender charges at the time someone buys a policy and they are not expecting they will need money so everything 
is great, but then situations change and they can be surprised. So solutions here are first of all take money from other sources, 
if there are any, or perhaps take a loan from the policy or use the policy as collateral. For the ongoing cash flow, the coverage 
could be reduced so that the premium requirements would be lower in the future.

Do advisors and policyowners understand their UL policies? The advisors should. Product knowledge is a licensing requirement, 
but skills certainly do vary and there is additional training provided by insurance companies and other sources. Consumers 
- they may or may not… you can’t assume that they will take the time to understand what they have bought. I mean, they are 
encouraged to do that, but it wouldn’t necessarily be the case that they have done that. So solutions here would be to make the 
material, the projections, contracts, etc. simple enough so that a consumer could understand them. Because if a consumer can 
understand them, then a novice advisor would be able to and there would be no problem for an experienced advisor.

Running different scenarios before purchase would be a good thing to show what the risks are in a product if performance varies. 
Making ongoing advisor training easily accessible would be good, so perhaps online. Though generally, I think you would find 
that most companies are very willing to provide additional help, as long as someone asks. And providing ongoing information 
is also important, so the quarterly statements, in-force illustrations and online information, access to policy values.

Now do the product structure, features and compensation and service help or hurt? It really depends. Comparisons can be 
misleading. We talked about bonuses before if you are comparing a product with a bonus. With a product without a bonus, 
you need to adjust the interest rates that are being used. Features can be misused or overlooked. If you look at the investment 
driven sales where you are putting in a certain amount of money for a certain number of years, what typically happens is that 
if you don’t put in the money you were planning to put in, or if investment performance is lower than was expected, then the 
coverage can drop dramatically. And the way the wonderful 8% rule works is that you drop your coverage very fast, but then you 
can only increase it by 8%, and it can take you ages to get back to where you were. Now typically policies will have features in 
them that will limit the decreases that take place. But if those features are not used and your coverage has dropped dramatically, 
then you are kind of stuck. You can’t really fix that problem in an easy way. And compensation can sometimes lead to designs 
that are not optimum. We looked at an example of that earlier.

So, solutions - A solution would be to give people choices and easy ways to run projections. So if you offer a choice where 
someone could have no bonus, and a choice where they could have a high bonus, then they have a choice of whether they 
want a low MER or a high MER, so that way you are not forcing them into once choice or the other. And making the various 
materials clear and unambiguous also helps because we can create things that are technically correct, but at the same time they 
could be misunderstood.
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Why should insurers care? Insurers should care because caring is something that everyone should do. I mean that is what I really 
feel. But other reasons why people should care is that when you are buying a UL policy you are buying it for long-term financial 
security. A policy can last for decades. It is not a consumable where you, like, you use it and then you would buy another one 
tomorrow. So caring, if you want the care part, is good business because it leads to more happiness all around. And, as I was 
describing earlier, there is a huge potential market that could take advantage of Universal Life - the non-registered savings - and 
by caring we have a better opportunity to capture that market. And, if you want the stick part then, it helps with reputations 
and reducing litigation if you do care.

A really good design of a UL product is one which is effective and simple. Effective means that you achieve the results that you 
are after within the constraints you’ve got. As an example, you might want to improve competitiveness on quick pays without 
reducing profitability. Usually when you do these things, not reducing profitability is one of those constraints you are stuck with, 
and there are different solutions that you can use there. One would be that you could increase the bonus, and as an offset, you 
could increase the MER, or perhaps you could make adjustments to the cost of insurance rates, and then make adjustments to 
compensation as an offset. And simple is important because it is very easy to create designs that are difficult to understand or 
to explain or implement. We are very knowledgeable people, but sometimes our knowledge can get in the way and we come 
up with solutions that are perhaps more sophisticated than are really warranted. And so, if you look at the FCIA, it could mean 
frequently complicated incomprehensible advice, …(laughter)… and that is not really the greatest thing to be known for.

So a simple design would be one that would be simple to understand, so the advisors would understand it, the consumers would 
understand it, the insurance companies’ staff who deal with the advisors and consumers would understand it, and this would 
save time and reduce misunderstandings all around, and increase access to the potential market. And designs should also be 
simple to implement. There are many different things to look at here. It is not just the new business offer, it is the in-force, it is 
the administration systems, the underwriting, etc. And sometimes simple changes in a design can save considerable amount of 
work without having much of a negative effect on the marketing or profitability or other considerations.

So if you looked at Universal Life in the future, here are some thoughts on what I think you would see. The focus on solutions 
would continue, with the product details being in the background. Policyowners would continue to be empowered and would be 
able to run their own projections, not only new business but also in-force. Ideally, on the web, so that they don’t have to bother 
installing anything. And by designing for consumers we would also help advisors learn things themselves, and there would be 
choices so that the product could be well-tailored to the specific situation of the person. And we do a pretty good job present-
ing sales concepts at the time of sale, but then when you buy the policy you get the same contract as if you bought a different 
concept, and when you get the statements it is the same statement. When you do the in-force illustrations they are not always 
on the same basis as the new business projection. So, if the consumer were presented with a consistent view of the solution 
that they bought, and everything were tailored for that, then that would be a good thing. That wouldn’t be an easy thing to do 
because there would be a lot of effort required, but that is one of those things that could expand the market for us.

By keeping everything simple, we can redefine FCIA to mean fantastic creative insightful aid. Thank you. I will now turn it 
over to Scott.

…(applause)…

Panelist Scott G. Sadler: Thank you. Well, same four questions. Promod has told us that the insurance policyowners don’t 
really understand what they are doing. There is a session tomorrow morning that asks if insurance actuaries know what the 
policyholders are doing and I hope so, because it would be nice if somebody knew what they were doing.

Basically, the way we start off with life insurance policies is we ask the policyowner some fairly simple questions. And you walk 
in, you want Universal Life, so here are some simple things. What face amount pattern do you want. Not level, you want face 
plus fund. What about your cost of insurance: YRT, level, YRT switching to level? How about your investment options? How 
about your funding pattern? Anybody ever try to explain the 250 test to your mother?

…(laughter)…
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Imagine you are sitting down across the kitchen table from your policyholder or your potential policyholder, your prospect - try 
to explain the 250 test, the 8% rule. About the only question we don’t ask them is, “Do you want fries with that?” And that is 
because they couldn’t pass the underwriting if they said yes.

So once we get all this data from the potential life insured - I have to keep saying potential, because they have to go through 
underwriting - then we in the advisors’ office sit down and create this lovely illustration. We make the assumptions, we turn 
their questions into something and because they’re going to use equities we say, well you know what, equities average about 7% 
over their lifetime, we have our great CIA economic statistics so we will use that as our starting interest rate, and we produce 
this. Basically what this does is it creates expectations in the mind of the policyowner of the future growth in the policy values 
of that contract. Sure, we put down the CLHIA approved disclosure about this is neither a prediction nor a projection, results 
are not guaranteed and will vary with economic performance, but the clients don’t understand that. They see a nice smooth 
curve showing the growth in the policy values.

And what policyholder reasonable expectations really does is still up for debate. It is really common currency - it has been around 
since 1989 when the Faculty of Actuaries in the UK tried to define what it was. They actually put out a paper. They decided 
- should there be a full professional guidance paper on this, and the result of that, is they said, no there really isn’t the need. But 
the policyholder reasonable expectations are… the level of sophistication of the client is important in determining what those 
reasonable expectations are. If it is a small town, mom and pop across the kitchen table, perhaps their reasonable expectations 
are very different from the big city tax lawyer who is advising their clients on multimillion dollar deals every single day.

The other thing which is very interesting, the consensus of that UK group, was that policyholders generally had very little un-
derstanding of the technical issues behind, or raised by, the policyholder reasonable expectations. They really don’t care about 
the 250 test, they don’t get it, they don’t want to know about it. Just tell me when I die I have my life insurance. And then, what 
is scary for those of us working in the field is that policyholder reasonable expectations should be viewed in the context of advi-
sors acting on behalf of the policyholders. And that is the key question – are the insurance companies providing the advisors 
the tools to adequately fulfil their role in setting policyholder reasonable expectations? And I would suggest that probably they 
are not doing that because we go back to our illustration assumption, and it is still a 45 year old male non-smoker. But now 
if we look at the actual TSE rate of returns, and I have scooped these up from the CIA report on economic statistics (which is 
readily available) starting 2003 and working backwards, and plugged that investment return in, less the management fee, to the 
illustration software, and got a very different looking pattern of results for that life insurance policyholder.

So what can go wrong? If we look at what we illustrated to the client versus what actually would have happened had we seen 
that Canadian index data, we have a very different pattern of growth in those policy values, that is, the account values. Now 
sometimes they are higher, and sometimes they are lower, so it is neither good nor bad. The key is it is very inconsistent with 
that smooth pattern of reasonable expectations that the illustration software created for the policyholder. Same thing with the 
death benefit. Again, what we see is a very different pattern, very volatile rather than a nice smooth curve that we set the expec-
tations on. So basically what can go wrong is really a function of the sophistication of the client and the expectations that we as 
advisors have established, and we have established those by using the tools you have provided.

The second question is - do features help? Well, bonus interest - there is a great feature and I have loved bonus interest since 
I started working here because basically it is totally incomprehensible. You take a roomful of actuaries who are very brilliant, 
creative people. They can create structures that are absolutely mind-boggling. We have ceilings, we have floors, we have bonus 
interest attached to an outside index, we have bonus interest but only if you are wearing blue socks on blue sock day, they have 
conditional bonuses. And that is absolutely incomprehensible to the consumers. Especially because the bonus interest calcula-
tion gets buried in the illustration software. The advisor may be able to print out the bonus interest column saying this is what 
we have assumed or illustrated to be credited to your policy, but more often than not they don’t.

The biggest concern I have with bonus interest is a situation where there is no floor on bonus interest. For example, the contract 
says your bonus interest will be 10% of your actual investment performance last year. Sounds simple enough, right? What hap-
pens when the market does a -58% return? There is no floor on your bonus interest. As a bonus for being a good policyowner 
we are going to take the 15% the market took away from you, and we are going to ding you another 1.5% over and above. That 
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is very difficult to explain to a client, but that is what the contract says, and unless you show illustration software that allows a 
negative rate of return, you don’t explain properly that level of negative performance to the client.

The other one - bonus interest - I mean I could go on for sort of my full 20 minutes, but I won’t ...(laughter)... but the biggest 
thing is concept illustrations, and this is a great one because the tax management feature is one of those concepts. And this is 
what Promod was talking about, where we are going to sell a high amount of insurance up front, the policyholder is going to 
power fund it, so jam a lot of money in early, and then once the funding stops we are going to drive that death benefit down to 
the lowest possible level and still maintain the tax exempt status. It is a very common feature for clients who say - especially in 
the affluent market - clients say, I don’t need life insurance but if you have a vehicle that allows me to accumulate cash on a tax 
preferred basis, that is great, I am interested, show me more.

So again, we go back to our illustrations. On this scenario, instead of maintaining the death benefit at $5 million starting in year 
seven, we allow the death benefit to drop down to about $4 million over time. Because under the MTAR rules as defined by 
the Income Tax Act, under the tax exempt rules, this is all we need to do to keep this policy tax exempt, to have the cash value 
grow on a tax preferred basis, and that is what affluent clients are looking for - a way to accumulate cash.

But again, what we have done is we have assumed a nice level 7%, which over the long-term approximates the average TSE 
return less a management fee. In reality, we are going to put this client 100% into the Canadian equity markets, and we are going 
to get a very different-looking pattern. And as you can see under the tax management feature, there are fewer years where the 
illustrated value is lower than the actual cash value. What the tax management feature does is take advantage of that volatility 
to drive the death benefit down even further, and what you end up doing is creating more scenarios, or more years where you 
under-perform the promise that the client - in their mind - you have set for the client. So the biggest problem is that the illustra-
tions are setting policyholder expectations and the question is are they reasonable or are they not.

The other thing, this concept illustration - this tax management feature is often then combined with a supplemental retirement 
income concept where okay, up to age 65 you have put a lot of money in this contract, you have managed the death benefit 
downward to maximize the cash accumulation. Now, at age 65 we are going to take that cash vehicle, walk over to a bank, a credit 
union, a third party lending institution and, you know what, they are going to give you money to supplement your retirement 
income. And depending on the contract you are using they will give you anywhere between 50% and 90%. And some of the 
insurers have arrangements already - some don’t, but that is neither here nor there - but this concept of supplementary retire-
ment income is great. What happens is many of the lending institutions understand volatility, so they say, okay, if your asset is 
equity based we will give you 50% of the cash value. If your asset is fixed income based like a GIC or something, we will give 
you up to 90%. So we create the illustration and say at 65 we are going to manage this contract, we will move you over to fixed 
income, and you can get all this great retirement income out. Well that is beautiful, but we don’t change the illustration interest 
rate. And what happens then, that lower purple line is what happens if at age 65 you change the illustration interest rate to four 
percent to approximate moving into a GIC investment environment. So where is your policyholder reasonable expectations 
now? And that is a major problem. And it is fairly simple in my mind to change, because all you do in your illustration software 
is you have a drop down menu or dialogue box that says is this concept part of a supplementary retirement income. And if you 
click yes, the illustration software automatically defaults to a very low conservative realistic fixed income rate of return at age 
65. It is a simple software change that could help establish reasonable policyholder expectations.

So, a lot of great theory here about what can go wrong. Well again, to repeat, the consensus is that the policyholder really doesn’t 
understand all the technical jargon. They are not in the room here listening to the actuaries talk about what can go wrong 
with this product. The actuaries are, but they are not the ones selling the product, the advisors are. So what happens, again, 
the conclusion of this task force is that the policyholder reasonable expectations are set in the context of the advisor acting on 
the policyholders’ behalf. But unless we are equipping the advisors with the tools to fulfil their obligation of education, their 
standard of care, we are still not providing a service to the policyholders.

So here is a real life case, because all of this so far has been fairly theoretical. This is a client that in 1999 was sold a Universal 
Life. A 53 year old male non-smoker, he wanted the tax management feature because his goal - he is 53 years old, he is very 
sophisticated, very well off, he doesn’t need life insurance - what he wants is a cash accumulation vehicle. So great, we have a 
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tax management feature. He has put $1.4 million into this contract so far. His current monthly charges are about $5,000. So 
where do you think he is ending up? In August of 2003 his cash value is about $765, and this client wants monthly statements 
from us. So every month we are sitting here going back to this client saying well, in September you are down to $758, October 
you are back up to $764, etc, etc. Now you would think the November to February data, moving upwards from $764 to $841, 
would be good news. But it is not - you still spend time playing defence with this client trying to explain to him how these 
policies can bounce all over the place like that. How is my cash value so volatile? Because when you ran the illustration for me 
it was a nice level 7%, the curve was very smooth. Now, fortunately for us, we didn’t sell the client. He came to us in August of 
2003 and said, “I have a real problem, how do I get out of this one?” So what we are trying to do is help him manage his way 
out of this contract. But, that is the type of reality of reasonable expectations. When you use a level interest rate it never hap-
pens, you actually get volatility if you are into equity linked accounts.

The session this morning on “Distribution Uncovered”, the comment was made about the service requirements of participating 
life insurance in a declining dividend environment. I will take those service calls any day over talking to this client. It is a whole 
lot easier to service participating insurance in a declining interest environment than Universal Life.

This is a sophisticated client - so he comes in and he says to Joe, “I tell you what, you know what: I am done. I am not going to 
get my money. Why don’t I just cash out, take the loss, the realized capital loss because I have capital gains somewhere else in 
my portfolio and I can offset them?.” Well then we get into educating the client about life insurance taxation in Canada. “Well 
no, I am sorry, when you have a loss like this in an insurance contract you don’t get a realized capital loss for your tax return, 
it is zero. There is only one taxation side in life insurance in Canada, and that is upside. If your cash exceeds your cost basis, 
when you take money out it is taxable. If your cash value is less than your adjusted cost basis when you take it out, you have 
been a great client, thanks for coming in.”

…(laughter)…

Why should actuaries even care about this? Well, let us get really philosophical and talk about the rules of professional conduct. 
Rule number one - and I have to read this because I don’t have it memorized - “A member shall act honestly with integrity, 
…(laughter)… yeah I know, I’ve probably violated rule number two or something …(laughter)… And then to rule 13 you all 
have to go to the Committee on Discipline. ...(laughter)... A member shall act honestly. I don’t think for a moment that anybody 
is actively dishonestly trying to price these products, but: ‘with integrity and competence in a manner to fulfil the profession’s 
responsibility to the public, and to uphold the reputation of the profession’. That is an interesting phrase there, and I don’t 
know if anyone has ever, if any of the pricing actuaries have actively thought about rule number one as they sit down to build 
these products.

Number six - control of work product. ‘A member who performs professional services shall take reasonable steps to ensure that 
these services are not used to mislead other parties, to violate or evade the law’. Well, how does rule number six fit in when 
we are providing illustrations at level 7%, knowing that the client is going to see +42%, -17%, +3%, -12%, in the actual equity 
performance. Okay, a little philosophical, alright I will give you that one. Okay, we haven’t seen any complaints about breaking 
rules of professional conduct.

How about something else that we have seen? Anybody remember a little thing called vanishing premium and class action set-
tlements? ...(laughter)... You can buy an awful lot of software upgrades for the 240 plus 91 is 330 plus another 65 – that’s almost 
another $400 million from three companies. That will buy an awful lot of software upgrades to help your client understand 
what can and will go wrong with these contracts.

And conclusions – so how do we get around this? Because Universal Life can be a good product if it is properly understood. 
Properly sold, it can be a great vehicle to help clients achieve their financial futures. Well, how about using technology to es-
tablish policyholder reasonable expectations? Let us start with making readily available historical index-linked account data. It 
is out there. I know some companies have it in the software. Everybody should have that in the software. Charges in Universal 
Life contracts are deducted monthly. Why can’t we build a technology on the illustration platform that shows that? Then we 
can go back and use monthly index-linked account for the TSE, the S&P 500, and actually show the clients the volatility. That 
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would have helped our client, that 53 year old, if somebody had told him yeah, the markets can tank and you are going to 
lose half your money, but they are going to come back. Sophisticated clients understand the markets will come back, and they 
understand when the TSE tanks, that’s a great buying opportunity. We just need the ability to illustrate that to them to show 
them how it works.

What about simplifying the UL contracts? And we’ve heard a little bit about that. I really like the no-bonus feature option that 
is out there in the marketplace right now. You know what, let us get back to what Universal Life started at many years ago in 
1981-1982, when it was introduced in Canada. It was a straightforward level death benefit or face plus fund - clients can un-
derstand that - YRT cost for insurance, no bonus, let us strip all the bells and whistles out because actuaries are very creative 
and we can create solutions, as I said earlier, that are absolutely incomprehensible to the layperson.

Advisor education and training - we heard again this morning in the “Uncovering Distribution” session, that very few companies 
are actively recruiting and training new advisors. So you have an aging advisory population, some of whom are not computer 
literate, some of whom still want the 30-diskette downloads, so they are not taking their own time to go out and understand 
these products. Let us take a page from the investment world and know your client. Whether your client is the advisor or your 
client is the ultimate life insured, understand their sophistication, understand their potential lack of sophistication, and let’s try 
to build solutions that fit to their strengths, and help them establish policyholder reasonable expectations of what can happen 
with their life insurance contract. Thank you.

…(applause)…

Moderator Krupicz: We need to get shorter speakers. …(laughter)… I am going to close with some financial observations. We 
have heard two different perspectives, and I am not really going to dwell particularly on anything of any particular depth - just 
some insights that I picked up along the way. And I put these more in the context of my last question, which was why should 
we care, why should we care as a profession, why should we care as insurers. I have a couple of issues that I am going to speak 
about in just some very concrete terms, in terms of the impact on insurance companies from some of the issues that we have 
talked about.

I am going to talk about the legal process. I was rather intimately involved with the class action settlement on the vanishing 
premium issues with my employer, eight years ago now. I am also involved with some of the ongoing litigation involving all of 
our products, including Universal Life. I thought I would share a little bit of my insight that I picked up on the legal process. In 
Ontario there are three levels of court proceedings that you might enjoy participating in if you have the opportunity. If you are 
going to hire an external lawyer to defend you/your company in any one of these actions, legal fees for defence lawyers/litiga-
tion lawyers range from $200 to $600 an hour. Six hundred dollars an hour would get you top quality partner status - top guy 
in a national legal firm. On average, you are going to pay somewhere between $250 to $300 an hour to contract in someone to 
do your defence on a lawsuit. Small claims court goes up to $10,000 claims. So if a client wants to file a suit for an amount of 
$10,000 or less, it goes into small claims court. You do not need to hire a lawyer to defend yourself against a small claims court 
filing. It is generally advisable. The judges who run small claims court are not the same judges who sit in the superior courts and 
the supreme courts, they are small claims court judges. And the quality of jurisprudence is sometimes directly reflective of the 
fact that they haven’t gone through the same processes that judges have to go through in order to qualify for the primary courts, 
for the real courts - if I want to quote the lawyer I was speaking to. Because of that, it is generally advisable that you do engage 
a lawyer to represent yourself because the judge that you are in front of may be more prone to be swayed by the emotion of an 
argument instead of the legality of an argument, and you need somebody who can bring that judge back to the legality that is 
supposed to dictate the conclusion in any one of those circumstances.

If you do hire an external lawyer to defend yourself in the small claims court, time spent on a case may vary from something 
as little as two hours, to as much as a couple days, two or three days. Two hours would be an open and shut case that you felt 
you didn’t need to do a lot of preparation for, or that you didn’t need the lawyer to do a lot of preparation for, you could hand 
him a fairly complete file and he or she just dealt with the two hours in court. Total cost to defend a claim and win - somewhere 
between $500 and $5,000 in a small claims court - depending on the complexity of the case.
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Ontario has recently introduced something called simplified procedures for matters that are less than $50,000, for lawsuits 
of $10,000 to $50,000. These simplified procedures were introduced in Ontario in an effort to streamline court waiting lists. 
Technically speaking, there are only two levels of courts - the small claims court and regular court. Simplified procedures go into 
the same court, in front of the same judges, that happens with any kind of normal lawsuit – you’re dealing with the superior 
court. So you do have regular courts, you have all the requirements and all the procedures that have to be followed in a regular 
court setting. You will need to have a qualified lawyer defend your case.

The savings of the simplified procedures is to cut down on the amount of pre-court preparation and you will see, I will talk on 
the next slide about what is involved in the pre-court in a full-blown proceeding. But you get to eliminate some of the pre-court 
work. Once you get into court it may be every bit as extreme and involved as a normal full-blown hearing. Generally speaking, 
you are looking at $5,000 or more for a typical case that goes into simplified procedures in Ontario. Different provinces have 
made noises, or actually taken steps to introduce procedures similar to the simplified procedures that exist in Ontario, although 
not every province has done so.

Normal proceedings for $50,000 or more, or in those provinces that don’t have a simplified process, anything more than the 
small claims court limit, you do need a lawyer because you are in the full normal court setting. The way the normal lawsuit 
goes is that if you are sued you are required to produce a list of evidence, a list of documents and an expert witness to defend 
or describe that material. You need to provide all of that information to the plaintiff (i.e., the party that is suing you) and you 
need to provide your plaintiff with an opportunity to cross-examine your evidence and your expert witness prior to going to 
court. That process is called discovery. Generally speaking, on a relatively minor case, straightforward simple case, you will 
spend somewhere up to $10,000 to get up to and through the discovery process. Once discovery has been completed you will 
then move onto a normal court hearing in front of a judge, cross-examining witnesses, the whole process. Typical costs are 
anywhere from $2,500 to $3,000 per day of trial, plus prep time, plus wrap-up time, not unreasonable to spend $20,000 or 
more to win a lawsuit, never mind to lose.

One of the quick ways around this is to just buy your way out of the claim. If somebody files a lawsuit and you don’t want to 
go through the process, let’s make an offer, let’s settle out of court. And this has actually taken on a fairly standard role in the 
industry, in the legal industry, not the insurance industry. And the lawyer that I spoke to in order to prepare for this told me 
that where that was ten or 15 years ago to buy off a claim, was typically a nuisance claim, was typically in the range of $5,000. 
It has recently in the last two or three years grown to the point where it is probably about $15,000, and it is on its way up. It 
may well reach the $20,000 level within the next three or four years. This is, I received a lawsuit, I think it is groundless. I have 
signed disclosures that indicate that you understood the variability of the contract that you bought. I believe it is an open and 
shut case, it is going to cost me about $20,000 to $25,000 to prove that in a court of law, or I can pay $15,000 to $20,000 to 
just make it go away without ever going through the whole process. That is the kind of costs that are involved if you need to 
defend one of these lawsuits.

I picked that particular example because my employer has been sued on that basis, or he is in the process of being sued on that 
basis, by a client who signed not one but three of those disclaimers, because of three different proposals being laid in front of 
him at different points through the underwriting process, and now claims not to have read or understood the nature of that 
disclaimer. And the lawsuit - it will be interesting to see where it goes - but the advice I have received from our legal counsel 
is that that disclaimer is not sufficient on its own to dismiss the case. We will have to go through the process of proving that 
the client should have understood what they put their name to, not that they did, but they should have, because the client is 
claiming that they didn’t.

One of the interesting aspects that you learn in this is the role of the advisor. So, we have heard from the pricing design side 
and we have heard from the advisor side. The advisor has an interesting role in law in Canada. They are an agent for the client 
because they are helping the client pick the proper product, the proper service, the proper provider. They are also an agent for 
the insurance company, and the advisor sits straddling a very uncomfortable line if the client gets into the situation where they 
are uncomfortable or unhappy or inclined to sue over what they bought, because he can be sued, she can be sued, by both 
parties at the same time. Because while I as a client may want to sue the insurance company that I bought my policy from, I 
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will sue the advisor as their agent and the life insurance company in defending that case will counter-sue against the client, and 
counter-sue against the advisor as the client’s agent. It gets very interesting, and has some very interesting ramifications for us 
as distribution entities in terms of the relationship that we have with our agents who ultimately are distributing our product, 
we have to be very careful. That is the concrete cost.

If you are a big enough firm, if you have litigation lawyers in your employment you may not incur those as hard costs. I work 
for a fairly large company that still hires litigation lawyers because in spite of the size of the company, the degree of litigation 
that we go through is such that we can’t have enough lawyers on staff to handle all the litigation that comes forward. Aside 
from that hard cost, there is the soft cost of your own time and effort. The time that I spend on a file in terms of preparing a 
defence, sitting down with the lawyers, going to discovery, going to court, there is a soft cost of my time that isn’t being engaged 
elsewhere in my organization. There are public relations costs in terms of the relationship with our clients and the relationship 
with the advisors who are our distribution entities.

And then there is the soft cost of doing preventative actions. Scott shared the cost of Manulife’s - which is my employer - class 
action lawsuit. We spent $91 million - was the rough cost of the class action settlement that we incurred on our Par policies. 
Over half of that went on implementation costs. Less than half of that actually went in benefits to Par policyholders. Over 
half of that money went on changing statements, communications to clients, hiring staff inside to answer those questions that 
inevitably came forward from clients, putting in process a system to evaluate claims as they came out of the woodwork. We cur-
rently spend somewhere between $2 million and $2.5 million a year employing people to service customer relation complaints, 
and to provide in-force illustrations back to clients on an ongoing basis, to try to keep them informed, to try to prevent these 
lawsuits from happening, to try to keep our clients happy and on our books, so that we can retain the value of the clients that 
we have built up over time.

That infrastructure was started by our class action settlement on the Par side, and has been continued out into the future. We 
have recently picked up another block of business. I can see that investment of $2 million to $2.5 million a year going up 
significantly as the number of in-force clients that we have has gone up by 50-60% in the last year. The cost of building and 
sending out communications that are understandable and meaningful to clients, another soft cost.

To put it in a practical perspective, if you consider the cost that we price into our products as design actuaries, as pricing actuar-
ies, to maintain the ongoing administration, consider 1,000 policies that we sell today with a priced administrative expense of 
$100 a year with a 3% inflation in that $100 a year cost. At a 2% lapse rate, that block of business will produce about $120,000 
of operational allowable expenses to run my business 20 years out. If the lapse rate is 4% instead of 2%, there will only be 
$80,000. A 2% difference in the lapse rate from dissatisfied policyholders potentially lessens by a third the amount of money 
that I have to support the ongoing administration of my business to provide the in-force illustrations, to provide the statements, 
the communications, the information that clients need. If we get into the slippery slope of increasing lapse rates, it gets increas-
ingly difficult to put the money on the table that is necessary to keep those clients happy and turn the lapse rates around. If we 
get on a positive slope where we get reducing lapse rates because of investment and keeping our clients happy, we can get on 
the positive side of this slope. I have totally ignored the replacement costs. I am trying to replace those clients and keep them 
on our books. If we have them lapsing and we want to keep our in-force blocks constant, or growing, we have to sell a lot of 
policies to just keep standing still. Manulife has approximately a million in-force policies. A 4% lapse rate means we need to 
sell 40,000 policies a year just to keep our book constant. That is a lot of policies to issue just to stand still.

That is what we have had prepared in the way of statements or comment. We have about 15 minutes left in the session, so if 
anyone has any questions or comments please come to the microphone and identify yourself. It is being recorded, don’t let that 
scare you. Feel free to direct it to the panel in general or anyone of the speakers.

Lisa DeVos: Hi, Lisa DeVos from Manulife Financial. Actually, I am an illustration actuary, and I found this session really inter-
esting, and I came up with a question for each of you. Starting off with Promod. Did I pronounce your name right?

Panelist Sharma: Promod.
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Ms DeVos: Promod, sorry. I took note at the point where you were mentioning about web illustrations, and I am all for web 
illustrations, and we actually built an in-force illustration for one of our UL products that we put on the web, a really robust 
system that advisors use and are able to run their own in-force illustrations. I am trying to get, actually, additional products up 
there. The one comment you made though was about for clients, and even have illustrations that clients could run themselves and 
access over the web. I thought that was an interesting comment because I think everyone agrees that Universal Life products are 
extremely complex, and I think that situation scares me a little bit - a client running their own illustration at home one evening, 
because they are so complex, and I mean Scott pointed out a number of aspects and bonus and this and that. So I think that 
the advisors play a really key relationship with the client, and I know that, you know, I have had different conversations with 
advisors about managing their in-force block and I say, you know, if you want to sell the policy and you don’t want to manage 
your in-force block you should sell Par, not UL. They should be showing them in-force illustrations I think on a yearly basis, 
at least for UL policies. So, I just want to get your thoughts on that.

Panelist Sharma: Well, consumers vary in their level of expertise, and there will be some that will be able to run their own 
in-force illustrations and understand what the output means. There will be others that will want to use the advisor for advice. 
One of the challenges is getting support from advisors after the big heaped first year commissions are paid, and that can make 
it difficult to get the advice. Now, things like bonuses, those are usually selected at the time the policy is purchased, and so if 
you are looking at an in-force illustration you wouldn’t necessarily need to show them those choices, because that is already 
pre-selected.

But in terms of designing, if a design is at a level where a consumer could use it even if they are not, then it should certainly 
be very easy for an advisor to use it. So if you are going to design at a particular level, if you design it for the advisor, then 
consumers will likely have more trouble understanding the software than, say, the outputs benefits designed for a consumer. 
So it is more of a goal, but certainly it wouldn’t be something which every consumer would use and perhaps very few would, 
but there are some.

Ms DeVos: I’d like to see a sample if somebody had one and was successful with it. Because I think the other challenge we have 
is that clients who are orphans, who have no advisor, they will call our call centre, and they will be asking for advice, and we 
can’t give out advice because we are not licensed. Okay, thanks for that.

I guess the next one is for Scott, and I found what you were saying really interesting and I know that recently you have started 
working with an advisor. You mentioned about showing values that vary monthly, and I guess some of the feedback that I 
receive as an illustration actuary, and recently in the last five years we have just spent a lot of time and energy building brand 
new illustration systems, in-force systems, for our UL products, and you know, we have like pages and pages of disclaimers 
and some of them are, you know, very long. We have selectable columns, but if you want to show all the tax columns and stuff 
like that you are looking at 15-20 pages for an in-force illustration. So, I guess I am just wondering like if you go to showing 
everything monthly I am wondering how tolerant advisors and clients would really be with that because, again, the world of 
UL is complicated enough.

Panelist Sadler: Yes, that is a good question. I think before I joined Joe’s office in the field I worked for a company where their 
short form illustration was 25 pages, so 15 sounds pretty good. ...(laughter)... I think the biggest challenge is the illustration 
and you are right, the length. I mean, most clients say can you give me a one-pager. Well no, we can’t even put the disclaimers 
on one page. And that is why maybe we need to get creative and maybe a graphical presentation of the illustrated values would 
help. I mean, there has got to be a way, and I don’t have all the answers or else I would be running my own company and selling 
it to the insurance companies ...(laughter)... But, I mean, I think there have got to be presentation material or media out there 
that we can use to get the story across to say, you know what, this is not going to grow a nice monotonic level 7%, it is going to 
go up, it is going to go down, and over 40 or 50 years it might average 7%. So that was my point of the volatility.

So maybe even if it is just, you know, one month’s worth of variable data followed by annual or even quinquennial. There are 
challenges, but I think the technology exists and we would be remiss to not try and find a solution.
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Ms DeVos: The other thing is we know perhaps what an ideal illustration would look like to us, but as you know, and having 
worked in head office yourself, is we can’t just determine what we want the illustration to look like. It is a combination of dif-
ferent groups of people, you know a lot of it is marketing driven. We want to show this on the illustration. Also then, so how 
we do it, our pricing and product development, the pricing actuaries, work very closely with marketing. So there is the push 
and pull there and then, you know, you have me over here too with the illustration, so it is a very combined effort, you know, 
a lot of perhaps bureaucratic red tape, a little, you know, push and pull, until you get to a place where everybody is satisfied. 
So it is a tricky thing I guess.

Panelist Sadler: Oh absolutely, I agree. The tensions between the marketing and the pricing people as far as trying to create 
a product that explains the potential risks in the plan, but also is saleable or, you know, attractive to a consumer, is huge. I 
think that is where the CLHIA could step in and take a leadership role, and start to come up with some guidelines to say you 
know what, here is what a reasonable illustration looks like. And one thing, and I’ll throw it out here, I threw it out at my own 
company and it got thrown out as well, I really don’t like the fact that we show illustrations for the next 50, 60, 70 years to the 
nearest dollar. I mean, that is just absolutely ludicrous, and we should at least round to the nearest 100 if not 1,000s, because 
when you sit there and show a 25 year old that your illustrated cash value at age 75 is $3,273,408 and cents, exactly, and there 
is some cents in there, we could put that too.

I remember back to my grade 12 physics where my teacher taught me the difference between precision and accuracy. …(laugh-
ter)… We could be very precise at the numbers that we are putting down there, we could put them to two, three, four decimal 
places, but I wouldn’t bet you a cup of coffee that they’re accurate.

Ms DeVos: But then I guess it gets down to again which company is going to take the leap and do it first, right? Because in a 
smaller premium policy, smaller face amount, it could come down to $30 or $40 or what have you, right? So then you get those 
kind of issues again. So it is really complicated.

Panelist Sadler: But I think for a company to take the lead role, that would be a way to differentiate themselves from the com-
petition without creating incomprehensible product features.

Ms DeVos: I like that idea, but we will talk about that.

Panelist Sadler: We will talk more. It makes more sense with liquid.

Ms DeVos: My last question was for Steve, and I do work a lot with Steve and am familiar with his role in the legal process, but 
one thing, Steve, that you mentioned was really interesting when you were talking about the nuisance offers. Does our legal 
department ever feel that these would become precedent setting? That is the thing that kind of came into my mind, because 
also having a special case in exception area I am constantly looking for - every time we say yes I want to be able to say yes to 
the person who comes and asks me for the same thing next time. So, that is a little scary.

Moderator Krupicz: To use the vernacular, nuisance offers are accompanied with gag orders.

Ms DeVos: (Inaudible).

Moderator Krupicz: Yes, the standard…

Ms DeVos: …off, that means sit down.

…(laughter)…

Ms DeVos: Greg pulled the plug.

Moderator Krupicz: The standard terms of a nuisance offer is we will pay, you know, to make your claim go away, we admit no 
fault and part of the conditions of the offer is that you are not allowed to talk to anyone about either the nature of your claim 
or the nature of the settlement. That is the way they are typically papered.
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UM: (Inaudible).

Moderator Krupicz: You get to sue if the client …(laughter)…. Like there isn’t, the question from the front is what teeth is there 
to that? And literally, your only protection is if the client decides that they are going to go public and talk about it you sue them, 
which you are not going to do because the reality is you are the big bad insurance company, but you bring some structure. If 
you take that nuisance settlement to the court, it at least has the force of the court behind it.

UM: I saw on the news today that there was a Michael Jackson lawsuit in ’93 – they paid $20 million for that nuisance or (in-
audible) and the gag order is just being released today so (inaudible) so that’s not going to hold.

…(laughter)…

Isabelle Létourneau: Hello, Isabelle Létourneau from Desjardins sécurité financière. There has been a change in capital requi-
rement rules for the index linked account part of the UL, in the UL policy, and unless you can achieve a perfect match on these 
accounts, which is basically impossible, the costs could increase by, you know, they could double. That could easily increase your 
MER by 2%. The industry doesn’t seem to have moved on this yet, and it has been in force for six months, so I am assuming 
everybody is taking the loss for now, but they won’t be able to do this for long. How is it going to affect the UL business? That 
means that your average MER would be 5.5%, so to make any…

Moderator Krupicz: Yes, because the average MER today is…

Ms Létourneau: Is 3% right? So to make any money…

Moderator Krupicz: Basically 3%.

Ms Létourneau: So to make any money you would have to make a pretty good return on these investments, to have a net return. 
Wouldn’t that just kill the product?

Moderator Krupicz: Does my design pricing actuary want to comment?

…(laughter)…

Panelist Sharma: I am not really sure what to say regarding that question. An MER of like 4%-5% would be a tough sale, so 
there would probably have to be changes made if that is what is happening. If you are seeing that the changes have not been 
made by companies, then you would wonder why. Perhaps there are disagreements with how to interpret those requirements.

Ms Létourneau: Or, you know, another thing that could happen, we will all increase our admin fees or COI rates just to leave 
the MER intact, but the end result will be lower returns on these products and I am really concerned about the future of the 
products.

Moderator Krupicz: And ultimately, there will be no choice. They will either have to increase their MERs to preserve profitabi-
lity, or they will have to accept lower returns, and my guess is that we will increase expenses either in the MERs or elsewhere 
in the product.

Ms Létourneau: So Par looks pretty good?

Panelist Sadler: No, I think what happens in that situation, Isabelle, is it really creates a great opportunity for Universal Life as 
a stripped down T100 type vehicle with a fixed income component. Basically, Universal Life sales have taken a kicking in the 
last couple of years, not only because of the declining equity markets, but because of the change to the capital gains inclusion 
rate. There is lots of press now that talks about don’t hold equities inside a registered product, be it your RRSP, be it your life 
insurance vehicle. It is more tax efficient to hold your equities outside where you get preferential treatment for capital gains 
and dividends.
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I think this higher MER, if it comes about, is just another nail in the coffin, if you will, of equity-based accounts, and we will 
see more of a trend towards Universal Life as a stable fixed income vehicle and that is a good thing.

Ms Létourneau: It is. Thank you.

Moderator Krupicz: We have time for one more question if, anyone? Okay.

Greg Cerar: Greg Cerar from Manulife. My question is for Scott. Scott, now that you are wearing the other hat, …(laughter)… 
so when you are doing illustrations for clients that are investing in equities, do you show random interest rates every year to 
show the fact that equity markets are volatile? And the same question for Par illustrations.

Panelist Sadler: In the affluent market that we work we don’t sell a lot of Universal Life. Where we can, with the illustration 
software we have, yes, we do try to use a random account, we use historical TSE data. But I think what the advisor I work with 
- his name is Joe - what Joe says is he sells education, not insurance. So what he does is, by focusing on the tax efficiencies of 
holding equities in non-registered vehicles, a lot of what we sell tends to be fixed income, and Par by definition because Par 
returns are out-performing fixed income in the UL in this environment. In declining interest rate environments with dividend 
scales coming down, we are actually seriously looking at should we be selling more UL, and putting the money in a GIC or a 
fixed income vehicle. Because if interest rates go up another 150 points, UL looks pretty good with a five year GIC.

And for Par, if an insurance company would come out with a dividend scale that would actually show potential negative de-
clines, yes we would illustrate that too, because it is a whole lot easier to say to the clients, you know what, this is the way they 
expected it to go, but right now to my knowledge all the Par illustrations are at current dividend scale, or a level dividend scale 
going forward. I am sorry, you are shaking your head and…

UM: They all require, they require an alternate scenario.

Panelist Sadler: But even the alternate is a level, it is current scale less 150 points. You don’t, so, you know, current scale going 
down, you know, 25 points a year for five years, but we have done that for specific clients. We have gone to our manufacturer 
and said this client is putting a lot of money in, we would like to see a customized dividend scale and they have been accom-
modating to us.

Moderator Krupicz: Thanks for your time, everyone. This session, we set out to answer four questions. Do clients and advisors 
understand Universal Life products? I think the conclusion of this session is generally not, that the more sophisticated ones do. 
What can go wrong? A great deal, is what I would say the answer to that one is. Do structures and options inside products help 
or hinder? There is a little of both. Some of the structures that are available in our products, I think the conclusion is do not help 
by making products more volatile, particularly bonus, this seems to be the object that we have picked on. But that some of the 
options that are available do indeed help make products more stable and make them simpler to understand and that those are 
good things. And why should actuaries care, why should our employers care? I think we have touched on issues that deal from 
professional conduct, professional ethics requirements, down to the financial aspect or financial implication of not caring.

So, I hope we have addressed all of those four questions. If you disagree with my summary, or want to continue the discussion 
on any of our points, feel free. We are all around for the rest of the conference. But there is another session in here in a few 
minutes, so we will have to break it off now. Thank you.


